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Paul’s Summary (transcribed)
Korea has a unique property leasing system called Jeonse, in which tenants pay a lump sum as “key money” to their
landlord at the beginning of their lease.

And when they move out the landlord refunds the full amount back. This

lump-sum can be anywhere from perhaps 40 to 50 percent of the market value of the house or apartment.

During the

term of the lease there is no monthly rent paid but the landlord is free to invest the large amount of money at their
disposal until the end of the contract.

This system was able to take root in the 70’s and the 80’s when the Korean

economy was growing rapidly and investors could capitalize on the huge demand for cash. Often landlords could get a
higher return on their investments than the interest from the banks. Recently there is a “Jeonse fiasco” as the supply of
Jeonse is drying up.

This is due to potential home buyers’ fear of a drawn out slump in the property market.

Potential buyers have put off purchasing homes preferring to rent under the Jeonse system, creating a strong demand for
Jeonse homes.

As the tenants of these Jeonse homes are mostly mid to low income families the government should

come up with measures to address this dilemma. One solution is to increase the supply of “public houses” which are
leased to low income households on a long term basis.
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